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Summary/Zusammenfassung 
 

Over billions of years, nature demonstrated its ability to create a phenomenal diversity and adaptation 

based on evolutionary processes. Directed evolution, as a laboratory strategy, mimics the natural 

evolution by iterative rounds of genetic diversification and library screening or selection to evolve 

enzymes towards a desired catalytic function. In this thesis, two haem-dependent enzyme classes were 

utilised as catalysts for challenging C‒H functionalisations. The implemented protein engineering 

required the development and application of high-throughput techniques, which resulted in the 

identification of enhanced enzyme variants. 

The access to a novel C‒H functionalisation of N-methyl indole with diazoacetonitrile was investigated 

with the haem-dependent enzyme YfeX derived from E. coli. As counterpart to the conventional iron 

porphyrin catalysed reaction, the enzyme allowed a target-oriented protein engineering to improve 

the respective reaction. The focused enzyme library revealed the variant I230A with enhanced 

turnover numbers (2.2-fold improvement). Mechanistic studies with the deuterium labelled substrate 

hypothesised that this reaction might proceed through an addition/1,2-proton transfer mechanism 

with a radical intermediate. To further investigate larger enzyme libraries a universal applicable 

screening platform with the ability for quantification is highly desirable. In this thesis the development 

of GC/MS-based screening methodology in 96 well plate format is reported. The multiple injection in 

a single experimental run (MISER) technique enabled a product quantification with an off-the-shelf 

GC/MS system which was applied for the previously identified non-native reaction of N-methyl indole 

with ethyl diazoacetate for a YfeX enzyme library revealing the highly unusual axial ligand tryptophan. 

To demonstrate the versatile applicability of the MISER-GC-MS methodology, the system was 

expanded to the challenging reaction class of oxyfunctionalisations. Under implementation of MISER-

GC-MS, a chimera library originating from three different unspecific peroxygenases (UPOs) revealed a 

novel chimera with peroxygenase activity which could not be identified prior by colorimetric-based 

screening approach underlining the importance of a target-oriented assay. 

The enzymatic class of UPOs emerged in the last years as a field with enormous potential to accomplish 

excellent turnover numbers (TONs) of chemically challenging oxyfunctionalisation reactions. In our 

laboratory a heterologous expression system was established leading to four recombinantly produced 

UPOs in S. cerevisiae and P. pastoris. These UPOs were tested for their epoxidation and hydroxylation 

activity accessing novel selectivities which laid the foundation for the subsequent UPO protein 

engineering addressing the generally poor selectivities of UPOs. In combination with the novel UPO 

gene from Myceliophthora thermophila (MthUPO), an expanded MISER-GC-MS technique was 

implemented detecting six hydroxylation or epoxidation products simultaneously. These combined 

setups were applied for site-saturation libraries identifying variants with selective alkene epoxidation 

and shifted regioselectivity of octane. Thereby, the terminal hydroxylation reaction of octane was 

accomplished. To provide a higher sample throughput, an extended MthUPO protein engineering was 

performed utilising a colourimetric assay with the substrate 5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole (NBD) which 

resulted in a screening with over 5300 transformants. The reshaping of the active site led to a 16.5-

fold improvement in the kcat/Km value and revealed chemo- and regioselective benzylic and aromatic 

oxidations. The variant L60F enabled the benzylic hydroxylation of indane with 95 % ee. The identified 

variants were able to access novel UPO generated quinone products such as the vitamin K3. 

The conducted protein engineering approaches combined with versatile high-throughput assays led to 

enhanced carbene-transfer and oxyfunctionalisation activities. The identified enzyme variants 

exhibited a high chemo- and regioselectivity or a shifted regioselective pattern. 
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Im Laufe von Milliarden von Jahren hat die Natur durch evolutionäre Prozesse ihre Fähigkeit unter 

Beweis gestellt, eine phänomenale Vielfalt und Anpassung zu generieren. Die gerichtete Evolution, als 

Laborstrategie, ahmt die natürliche Evolution durch iterative Zyklen genetischer Diversifizierung 

kombiniert mit einem Bibliotheks-Screening/Selektion nach, um so Enzyme mit einer gewünschten 

katalytischen Funktion zu entwickeln. In dieser Arbeit wurden zwei Häm-abhängige Enzymklassen als 

Katalysatoren für anspruchsvolle C‒H-Funktionalisierungen eingesetzt. Das durchgeführte Protein 

Engineering erforderte die Entwicklung und Anwendung von Hochdurchsatztechniken, die zur 

Identifizierung von verbesserten Enzymvarianten führten. 

Der Zugang zu einer C‒H-Funktionalisierung mit N-Methylindol und Diazoacetonitril wurde mit dem 

Häm-abhängigen Enzym YfeX aus E. coli untersucht. Als Gegenstück zu der konventionellen 

Eisenporphyrin-katalysierten Reaktion ermöglichte das Enzym ein zielgerichtetes Protein Engineering. 

Eine fokussierte Enzymbibliothek offenbarte die Variante I230A mit einer erhöhten Turnover Number 

(2,2-fache Verbesserung). Mechanistische Untersuchungen mit dem Deuterium-markierten Substrat 

lassen vermuten, dass diese Reaktion über einen Additions-/1,2-Protonentransfer-Mechanismus mit 

einem radikalischen Zwischenprodukt abläuft. Für die Untersuchung größerer Enzymbibliotheken ist 

jedoch eine universell einsetzbare Screening-Plattform wünschenswert. In dieser Arbeit wird über die 

Entwicklung einer GC/MS-basierten Screening-Methodik im 96-Well-Plattenformat berichtet. 

Mehrfachinjektionen in einem einzigen experimentellen Lauf (engl. MISER) ermöglichen eine 

Produktquantifizierung mit einem handelsüblichen GC/MS-System, welches für die zuvor identifizierte, 

nicht-native Reaktion von N-Methylindol mit Ethyldiazoacetat auf eine YfeX-Enzym-Bibliothek 

angewendet wurde. Dadurch wurde Tryptophan als höchst ungewöhnlicher axialer Ligand identifiziert. 

Um die vielseitige Anwendbarkeit der MISER-GC-MS-Methode zu demonstrieren, wurde das System 

auf die anspruchsvolle Reaktionsklasse der Oxyfunktionalisierungen erweitert. Unter Verwendung von 

MISER-GC-MS wurde eine Chimärenbibliothek, die aus drei verschiedenen unspezifischen 

Peroxygenase (UPOs) Genen erstellt wurde, untersucht. Dabei wurde eine neuartige Chimäre mit 

Peroxygenase-Aktivität identifiziert, die in dem zuvor durchgeführten kolorimetrischen Screening 

keine Aktivität aufwies.  

Durch exzellente Turnover Numbers bei chemisch anspruchsvollen Oxyfunktionalisierungen hat sich in 

den letzten Jahren die Enzymklasse der UPOs herauskristallisiert. Das in unserem Labor etablierte 

heterologe Expressionssystem, führte zu vier rekombinant produzierten UPOs in S. cerevisiae und 

P. pastoris. Diese UPOs wurden hinsichtlich ihrer Epoxidierungs- und Hydroxylierungsaktivitäten 

getestet, was die Grundlage für das anschließende UPO Protein Engineering legte, um so die geringen 

Selektivitäten von UPOs zu bewältigen. In Kombination mit dem neuen UPO-Gen aus Myceliophthora 

thermophila (MthUPO) wurde eine erweiterte MISER-GC-MS-Technik implementiert, mit der sechs 

Hydroxylierungs- oder Epoxidierungsprodukte gleichzeitig nachgewiesen werden konnten. Durch eine 

Sättigungsmutagenese wurden MthUPO Varianten erzeugt, die eine selektive Alkenepoxidierung und 

eine verschobene Regioselektivität bei der Umsetzung von Oktan aufzeigten. Um einen höheren 

Probendurchsatz zu erzielen, wurde ein erweitertes MthUPO Screening (mit 5300 Transformanten) 

mittels des kolorimetrischen Assays mit 5-Nitro-1,3-Benzodioxol (NBD) durchgeführt. Die 

Umgestaltung des aktiven Zentrums führte zu einer 16,5-fachen Verbesserung des kcat/Km-Wertes und 

zeigte chemo- und regioselektive benzylische und aromatische Oxidationen. Die Variante L60F 

ermöglichte die benzylische Hydroxylierung von Indan mit 95 % ee. Die identifizierten Varianten waren 

in der Lage, neuartige, von UPOs erzeugte Chinonprodukte zu erschließen (z.B. Vitamin K3). 

Die durchgeführten Protein Engineering Ansätze in Kombination mit vielseitigen Hochdurchsatz-Assays 

führten zu verbesserten Carben-Transfer- und Oxyfunktionalisierungsaktivitäten. Die identifizierten 

Enzymvarianten wiesen zudem eine hohe Chemo- und Regioselektivität oder ein verschobenes 

Regioselektivitätsmuster auf. 
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Figure 1. Overview of accessed activities and selectivities by haem-dependent enzymes sorted by doctoral thesis chapters, presented 
results were published in peer-reviewed journals (* first authorship). 
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Introduction and aim of the thesis 

The development of high-throughput screening systems and their application in 

directed evolution 
 

Since the introduction of high-throughput (HTP) methodologies in the 1980s with its origin in the 

screening of natural products and extracts,[1] the field had rapidly developed towards minimisation, 

automatisation and assay readouts covering a wide spectrum of applications from academic research 

to pharmaceutical and biotechnological industry. Whereas the first microtiter plate (MTP) was 

designed in 1951 with 72 wells per plate,[2] the common utilisation of the well-known 96-well plate 

was established in the early 1990s, followed by an ongoing trend of minimisation by the introduction 

of 384- and 1536-well MTPs in pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies.[3] Further 

developments resulted in newer and high-density platforms such as chip or microfluidic-based systems 

introducing the field of ultra-high-throughput (uHTP) systems within the same time frame 

(Scheme 1).[4] The introduction of uHTP technologies dramatically expanded the throughput limit to a 

library size between 107-108 transformants.[5] Whereby the first generation of HTP screening systems 

focused on quantity and integration of speed, the second generation focused on quality with attention 

to quality controls, replicates and readout artifacts.[3,6] More flexible, target- and project-related 

screenings were the outcome of the third phase of HTP screening. An inevitably associated area of HTP 

approaches is directed evolution in its modern sense with its origin in 1967 by an in vitro evolution of 

an RNA molecule by the group of Sol Spiegelman.[7] The outcome was the so called “Spiegelman’s 

Monster”, an evolved RNA chain which was generated by an RNA replicase after 74 generations under 

different selective pressures. Over the years HTP systems enabled directed evolution to be established 

in a widespread research area with important milestones regarding the engineering of proteins, 

metabolomic pathways and genomes (Scheme 1). Directed evolution cycles consists of four stages 

often including HTP systems: i) the mutagenesis approach starting with the parental gene creating the 

corresponding gene library, ii) transformation and expression of the previously created genes in a host 

Scheme 1. Chronical development of directed evolution and HTP screening in comparison.[1,4,7,9-15] 
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organism, iii) detection of the 

desired feature or property by a 

screening or selection system and 

iv) identification and isolation of 

the improved variant which can 

serve as the parental gene for the 

next iterative round of mutagenesis 

until the desired feature is 

encountered (Scheme 2). The major 

bottlenecks of directed evolution 

have been the mutagenesis 

approaches and the 

screening/selection platforms, 

which were encouraged by 

introduction of higher throughput 

methodologies. Over the years 

several mutagenesis techniques 

were developed starting with 

random mutagenesis techniques in 

the early times of directed evolution.[8] The evolution of subtilisin E, a serine protease, by error prone 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to tune the activity in the hostile solvent dimethylformamide 

represented a seminal work of Frances Arnold.[9] Subsequent directed evolution approaches followed 

such as the implementation of DNA[10] and structure-guided shuffling,[11] staggered extension process 

(StEP)[12] and iterative saturation mutagenesis (ISM).[13] In 2008 Röthlisberger et al.  were able to create 

an in silico generated enzyme and applied in vitro evolution with the ability to catalyse the Kemp 

elimination yielding an enhanced activity as well as a 200-fold increase in catalytic efficiency.[14] 

Directed evolution has demonstrated its ability as a powerful tool for protein engineering leading to 

numerous industrial applications and culminated in the Nobel Prize for Frances Arnold in 2018.[15]  

However, assay systems still display the second bottle neck of directed evolution due to the 

continuously increasing number of protein variants in combination with factors such as efficiency, 

applicability, reliability and costs. To address these issues multiple assay systems have been developed 

to identify the most relevant enzyme variant within a selection or screening method in directed 

evolution rounds. Selection systems utilise a selection pressure to the created library involving a host 

organism with a growth or survival advantage based on the harboured mutant.[16] Only positive 

variants were able to access the next evolutionary round enabling a higher throughput compared to 

screening setups.[17] The dependency of a certain survival characteristic, however, limits the general 

applicability of this methodology. On the other hand, screening methodologies involve the detection 

and evaluation of all generated variants resulting in a lowered throughput but can be utilised to 

monitor a broader range of enzyme properties for example by chromatographical separation 

techniques such as liquid chromatography (LC) and gas chromatography (GC). The past decade led to 

smaller and smarter libraries with less screening effort and thereby screening cannot be automatically 

considered to be the limiting step anymore.[16] With the introduction of MTPs in screening approaches 

a rapid and reliable method enabled the tracing of cell growth, substrate uptake and product formation 

with a wide range of detection possibilities. The most common HTP screening methods in the field of 

protein engineering rely on spectroscopic detections. The consumption or generation of NAD(P)H 

constitutes the most widely utilised enzyme assay[18] whereby the intended substrate of choice can 

directly be applied. Other colourimetric assays implement a chromogenic substrate surrogating the 

intended substrate of choice and thereby causing a direct change of colour. A widespread approach is 

Scheme 2. Outline of a directed evolution procedure. 
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the utilisation of p-nitrophenyl coupled substrates monitoring the hydrolase activities of lipases, 

esterases,[19] proteases[20] and glycosidases[21] which results in a yellow colour caused by the release of 

p-nitrophenol or p-nitroaniline (Scheme 3, A). Farinas et al. coupled a p-nitrophenyl moiety to a linear 

C8 backbone and investigated the hydroxylation by P450 from Bacillus megaterium (P450BM3). The 

unstable hemiacetal formed the yellow p-nitrophenolate (Scheme 3, B) which led to five times 

enhanced specific activity compared to the wild type enzyme after two rounds of laboratory 

evolution.[22] Utilising the same chromophore the first enantioselective HTP screening had been 

developed by the group of Manfred Reetz.[23] Although the lipase converted the racemate displaying 

the total conversion, they were able to detect enantioselective enzymes by separately investigating 

Scheme 3. Overview of p-nitrophenyl implementation in directed evolution, A) classical p-nitrophenyl derivatives for chromogenic 
assays,[19,20] B) alkane oxidation assay with a spontaneous dissociation of the generated unstable hemiacetal,[22] C) first HTP ee selectivity 

screening.[23] 
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the (S)- and (R)-substrate. An altered absorption/time slope indicated a shift in enantioselectivity 

identifying variants with an improved enantioselectivity (Scheme 3, C).[23] The subsequent 

quantification was performed on a chiral GC confirming an improved enantioselectivity of 81 % ee 

(comparison to the wild type: 2 % ee). With the introduction of the first HTP assays for stereoselectivity 

to the field of directed evolution, further methodologies arose: e.g. selective enzyme-coupled 

reactions converting only one enantiomer[24] ,[25] or assays based on a fluorescence,[26] isotope labelling 

mass spectrometric (MS),[27] nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) HTP[28] or spectroscopic[29] readout 

signals. Besides the quest to identify improved enzyme activities and selectivities, the thermostability 

displays a crucial property of proteins for their practical application as biocatalysts. An enhanced 

specificity and selectivity is often accompanied by a loss in stability due to the natural drift and a trade-

off between activity and stability for many single residue substitutions.[30,31] A combined engineering 

of activity and stability therefore constitutes a promising feature, which had been applied in the field 

of directed evolution by evolving thermophilic organism[32] and laboratory evolution.[31,33] The 

showcased screening systems constitute vital steps for evolving enzymes in a fast manner towards a 

specific feature. However, they often neglect or can only mimic the intended substrate of choice. The 

ideal assay would utilise the exact desired substrate, performs rapidly, has high sensitivity and 

reproducibility. GC as well as LC comply with these requirements regarding the request for an intended 

substrate screening combined with the possibility of highly sensitive detector systems. Besides classical 

chromatography approaches with temperature/solvent gradients and time-consuming steps such as 

washing/heating or equilibration steps, novel systems had been developed accessing an enhanced 

throughput. Shortened analysis times were achieved by flow field thermal gradient GC[34] retaining the 

classical separation of an analyte mixture. A more advanced methodology goes back to the principles 

of telegraph systems, the so-called multiplexing. An overlapping of information takes place and is 

transferred as one signal followed by a mathematical differentiation into multiple signals. Utilising a 

GC-based system, Trapp and co-workers developed a HTP technique based on these principles.[35] 

Besides the required mathematical expertise, a special manufactured injector system guaranteed the 

injection within a millisecond range resulting in up to 3000 injections per hour (Figure 2). This displays 

an enormous throughput of samples but is confined regarding the specialised equipment and 

expertise. A more general, hands-on approach for multiple injection chromatography had been applied 

for standard LC and GC systems. Under isocratic conditions multiple injections in a single experimental 

Figure 2. GC chromatograms of A) a classical chromatographical separation of one injection with temperature gradient, B) a multiplexing 
technique with 1024 injections and an isothermal temperature[35] and C) a MISER separation of nine injections at an isothermal 

temperature. 
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run (MISER) were conducted. The MISER technique capitalises peak free areas and requires baseline 

separation of the peaks of interest providing a direct visual readout (Figure 2, C).[36] The methodology 

had been applied in the field of food chemistry,[37] kinetic time course analysis,[36] natural product 

identification,[38] and separation of enantiomers.[39] Although MISER-LC technologies have been 

implemented for higher throughput, MISER-GC approaches were so far limited to twelve injections.[39] 

The coupling of a GC system to a MS detector constitutes a promising combination for MISER analysis 

since complex matrices can be analysed based on the diminished ion suppression in GC-MS[40] and even 

low product amounts can be detected due to the high sensitivity of the MS system. In context of 

directed evolution, the MISER-GC-MS technology represents a target-orientated screening approach 

with the ability to screen for the intended substrate of choice. The function of mass separation within 

the MS detector represents a powerful function which can be utilised for multiple product analysis 

enabling the identification of several formed products, which increases the informational output of a 

particular enzyme library. The following chapters will focus on two reaction classes which were applied 

for the MISER-GC-MS methodology to access enzymes with an enhanced activity and selectivity.
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Carbene transfer reactions by haemoproteins 
 

Modern enzymes are generally characterised as extraordinarily specific, although their substrate 

specificities were broader than actually expected.[41] Ancient enzymes were exposed to a broad range 

of substrates and reaction scope permitting a wide range of biotransformations to maximise the 

versatility of an ancestral cell since only limited enzyme sources were available.[41] Enzymes preserved 

this promiscuous function and are capable to catalyse other biotransformations in their active site 

exhibiting a usually low levelled promiscuous catalytic activity. This function navigated the field of 

biocatalysis to an unnatural reaction space with the ability to access synthetic chemistry routes by 

enzymes, e.g. carbene or nitrene transfer reaction.[42] The enormous development in the field of 

carbene transfer reactions in the last decade illustrates the evolvability of proteins towards non-native 

reactions and the repurposing of existing protein functions. These biocatalytic approaches have been 

inspired by synthetic chemistry functionalising C=C and C‒H bonds based on the catalysis with 

metalloporphyrin complexes. Coelho et al. demonstrated the ability of haemoproteins to be utilised 

for olefine cyclopropanations utilising styrene and ethyl diazoacetate (EDA) as model substrates.[43] 

Protein engineering further boosted the activity and selectivity and resulted in evolved protein variants 

of P450BM3 with enantioselectivities > 95 % ee and improved turnover numbers (TON = mole per 

product formed per mole of enzyme) compared to the wild type. The reaction panel of haemoproteins 

was rapidly expanded to other reaction types including N‒H,[44] S‒H,[45] Si‒H,[46] C‒H insertion,[47,48] 

Doyle-Kirmse reaction[49] and aldehyde olefination[50] catalysed by evolved P450, myoglobin, 

Cytochrome c and YfeX variants (Scheme 4).[51] EDA was utilised as carbene precursor which generates 

the iron carbenoid under release of nitrogen enabling the reaction with the corresponding substrate. 

A major difference between the synthetic chemistry and enzymatic pathway is the necessity for a 

reducing equivalent in the biochemical setup to obtain the FeII porphyrin species. The reduction can 

be accomplished by the reductase domain transferring one electron from NAD(P)H to the haem 

domain in P450s or by addition of a reducing equivalent such as sodium dithionite. To influence the 

reduction potential from FeIII to FeII as well as the activity, the axial ligand of the iron porphyrin complex 

constitutes an important adjusting screw. The conserved axial cysteine ligand was replaced with serine 

in P450s by Coelho et al. increasing the cyclopropanation activity and simultaneously allowing the 

Scheme 4. Carbene transfer reaction scope by evolved haem-dependent proteins adapted from Brandenberg et al.[51] 
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reduction of the iron domain to proceed with NADH even in absence of the reductase domain.[52] A 

boost in activity and selectivity was also accomplished by the introduction of a histidine residue 

(P450[53] and myoglobin[54]) as well as the non-canoncial amino acid Nδ-methylhistidine as axial ligand 

(myoglobin[55]). In the latter study, the myoglobin variant was even able to retain the cyclopropanation 

activity in absence of any reducing agent with the ability to tolerate oxygen. Besides the reshaping of 

the active site by mutagenesis and the direct influence on the electronical environment of the system 

by replacement of the axial ligand, the exchange of the native cofactor constitutes an additional 

approach. An artificial strategy was provided by Reynolds et al. by introducing an iron 

deuteroporphyrin IX in P450BM3 demonstrating the reshaping of the binding site to recognise designed 

metallocofactors.[56] Another artificial myoglobin-based catalyst was introduced by Fasan and co-

workers enabling an intramolecular C‒H amination reaction by the incorporation of Mn- and Co-

porphyrin cofactors.[57] This work was further extended by the incorporation of second- and third-row 

transitions metals including Ru, Rh and Ir demonstrating a major influence of the nature of the metal 

centre, its oxidation state and first-sphere coordination environment.[58] However, these artificial co-

factors exhibit shortcomings such as a rare and expensive metal/cofactor and requirement for 

specialised in vivo reconstitution or expression protocols. Whether these challenges can be addressed 

or whether engineered haemoprotein variants containing the native cofactor can access a broader 

range of challenging C‒H insertion reactions remains to be investigated.[51]  

Another major limitation of proteins which are exposed to non-native reactions are undesired 

repercussions such as the inactivation of an enzyme itself leading to a shortened lifetime and thus to 

less enzymatic activity. Renata et al. investigated the self-inactivation of P450s, which was caused by 

reactive intermediates generated in the active site during a carbene transfer reaction.[59] The proposed 

mechanism-based inactivation by EDA was proven by a combination of UV-Vis, MS and proteomic 

analysis resulting in two possible inactivation pathways including the inactivation of the porphyrin 

system or of a nucleophilic amino acid side chain (Nuc, Scheme 5). A substitution to less nucleophilic 

amino acid residues (from histidine to asparagine) led to two-fold improvement of the 

cyclopropanation activity. Nevertheless, alkylation was still observed at various other side chains 

resulting in a limited lifetime of the catalyst with room for further improvement which can be achieved 

by further protein engineering. Advantageous however, were the different obtained results when 

purified enzymes and whole-cell catalysts were utilised. Purified enzymes suffer much more 

pronounced from the inactivation which might be caused by cellular components inducing protective 

Scheme 5. Proposed inactivation pathway of P450s in presence of a reducing agent and EDA forming an iron carbenoid complex (middle) 
and inactivation via the porphyrin system (left) and side chain (right) adapted from Renata et al.[59] 
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effects.[59] This effect can beneficially be used for preparative-scale synthesis within whole cell systems 

to generate drug precursors or synthetically demanding core structures by haem-dependent evolved 

proteins (Scheme 6). 

The developed set of haemoproteins has been implemented within various approaches to access or 

improve novel carbene transfer activities, which led to pharmaceutical and industrial application of 

carbene transfer reactions (Scheme 6).[48,53,60] In the future, further efforts can be anticipated based 

on the enormous availability of haemoproteins in genomic and structural databases (> 3900 in the 

PDB[61]) accessing unknown non-native reactions with the ability to be engineered to excellent 

activities and selectivities.62 

Scheme 6. Overview of pharmaceutical and industrial relevant structures which were accessed by directed evolution campaigns with 
haem-dependent enzymes.[48,53,60] 
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Oxyfunctionalisation reactions catalysed by peroxygenases 
 

An implementation of enzymes in pharmaceutical and industrial chemistry  generally requires various 

prerequisites such as a high selectivity and specificity, a good heterogeneous or homogeneous 

production and a feasible application of the biocatalyst matching the process parameters and 

biocatalyst properties.[62] Thereby, protein engineering displays a crucial tool to address these issues 

enabling a broader suitability of enzymes for industrial application as highlighted in the previous 

sections. Successful directed evolution approaches were conducted, covering a broadly diversified 

enzyme spectrum.[63] Selective oxyfunctionalisation reactions of less activated or non-activated C—H 

and C=C bonds, however, remain a challenging field with regard to industrial application.[64] An enzyme 

class capable of catalysing these reactions are cytochrome P450 monooxygenases. These enzymes 

have extensively been studied, which led to the detailed characterisation (e.g. reaction mechanism, 

substrate scope, crystal structure)[65] and further improvement by directed evolution accessing regio- 

and stereoselectivities.[66] The implementation of P450s in industrial  processes is limited due to the 

complex molecular architecture, availability of the enzyme, low substrate loading, cofactor 

dependency and the so-called oxygen dilemma.[67] The required reducing equivalents for this reaction 

are provided by nicotinamide cofactors (NAD(P)H). The dependency of NAD(P)H as reductant is 

displayed in Scheme 7 (A) demonstrating a complex electron transfer sequence leading to the haem 

group of the monooxygenase. External Redox mediators are required since NAD(P)H cannot reduce 

the monooxygenase unit itself transforming the NAD(P)H-dependent hybrid transfer into two single 

electron transfer steps.[67] The reduced mediator is able to react with molecular oxygen yielding 

hydrogen peroxide as a undesired side-product. This oxygen dilemma affects the efficiency of oxygen-

dependent enzymes. Protein engineering approaches, interaction improvement of the reduced 

mediator and monooxygenase unit, simplified electron transfer chains or the utilisation of transition 

metal complexes compromise possibilities to address the oxygen dilemma.[67] In 2004, Ullrich et al. 

introduced a novel enzyme derived from Agrocybe aegerita exhibiting a similar chemistry to the 

established P450s laying the foundation for a novel sub-subclass of oxidoreductases with enormous 

potential.[68] After several  cases of renaming, this novel peroxide-dependent enzyme class was 

annotated as unspecific peroxygenases (UPOs, EC 1.11.2.1) in 2011. The name “unspecific” refers to 

the broad substrate scope covering more than 400 converted compounds [64] and the still unknown 

natural function.[69] UPOs are considered as an alternative to the P450 monooxygenases with a similar 

active site architecture. The direct hydrogen peroxide consumption as sole oxygen and electron source 

results in a simplified catalytic process avoiding electron transfer sequences. The proposed dual 

catalytic cycle of UPOs distinguish between the peroxygenase (Scheme 8, left) and the peroxidase 

mechanism (Scheme 8, right). Which catalytic route is followed depends on the particular enzyme, 

substrate size, substrate redox potential, localisation of the substrate-binding site, size and geometry 

Scheme 7. Comparison of A) a P450 with indirect NAD(P)H dependency and B) a peroxygenase catalysed oxyfunctionalisation reaction 
adapted from Bormann et al.[73] 
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of the haem channel, reaction pH and 

presence of organic solvents.[70,71] The 

FeIII resting state coordinates a water 

molecule as distal ligand, followed by 

the reaction with hydrogen peroxide 

forming the short-lived peroxo-

complex compound 0 (Cpd 0). The 

reactive oxoferryl cation radical 

complex (Cpd I) is generated by 

heterolytical cleavage under electron 

re-arrangement facilitated by a 

conserved glutamic acid residue, 

which acts as an acid-base catalyst. In 

the peroxygenase route, a homolytical 

cleavage of the substrates’ C‒H bond 

takes place resulting in the 

hydroxyferryl species (Cpd II). The 

generated substrate rapidly 

recombines with Cpd II (lifetime: < 10 picoseconds) releasing the hydroxylated product.[71] For the 

peroxidase route, Cpd I also constitutes the starting point abstracting one electron and one proton 

from the hydroxyl group of the substrate, which yields Cpd II in an equilibrium with its protonated 

counterpart. In the next step, Cpd II abstracts another electron from a second substrate resulting in 

both cases in a release of substrate radicals. The in Scheme 8 displayed exemplary substrate, para-

cresol, would lead to a phenoxyl radical release followed by disproportionation or coupling reactions. 

An important factor, which is crucially involved, is the axial ligand. The cysteine coordinated active 

species of UPOs leads to a “push and pull” effect. Thiolate acts as a strong electron donor with an 

electron push to the iron generating an enzyme-bound oxidant strong enough to overcome  

100 kcal/mol bond dissociation energy of a C‒H bond.[72] Thereby, the basicity of Cpd II is increased 

(pKa of ~ 12) facilitating the “pull” for the C‒H abstraction.[73] Due to the lowered redox potential and 

generation of the basic protonated Cpd II species, the axial cysteine ligand  enables the C‒H bond 

cleavage catalysed by UPOs. 

The enormous substrate spectrum of UPOs led to mechanistic studies for aromatic substrate 

conversions and epoxidation reactions. The UPO from the fungus Agrocybe aegerita (AaeUPO) 

achieved excellent activities on aromatic substrates leading to the elucidation of the catalytic 

mechanism on various aromatic systems such as naphthalene,[74] benzene[75] and flavonoids[76], which 

were demonstrated to proceed via an epoxide intermediate (Scheme 9, A). The intermediate is 

rearranged in the presence of protons to the corresponding phenolic compound with the ability for 

further oxidation. 1,4-Benzoquinones are formed as a result of a one electron oxidation via the 

generated phenoxy radical (Scheme 9, A: peroxidase mode UPO*). With ascorbic acid as a radical 

scavenger, the quinone formation can be partially prevented.[77] The modified catalytic cycle of UPOs 

incorporating substrates with C=C double bonds is displayed in Scheme 9 (B). The catalytic cycle is 

similar to the peroxygenase route in Scheme 8. The proposed binding of the substrates thereby takes 

place via a ferryl alkoxy radical complex releasing the corresponding epoxide as product.[78] Besides 

the discussed one and two electron oxidation with oxygen transfer, the UPO spectrum is largely 

diversified including also oxygen transfer to hetero atoms or follow-up cleavage reactions (Scheme 

10). Additionally, UPOs can dealkylate substrates, which constitutes a field of high pharmaceutical 

relevance. N-dealkylation for example can be achieved by the UPO from Marasmius rotula (MroUPO) 

Scheme 8. Proposed catalytic mechanism for UPOs with two routes diverging at the 
compound I (Cpd I), left: peroxygenase route involving the protonated compound II 
(Cpd II) form and right: peroxidase route with the conventional Cpd II adapted from 

Hofrichter et al.[71] 
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for structural demanding drugs such as volixibat, a drug candidate for the treatment of 

steatohepatitis.[79] Other reactions types such as the O-transfer to heteroatoms exceeds 

enantioselectivity values of 99 % ee generating chiral sulfoxides under utilisation of AaeUPO.[80]  

Besides this enormous substrate spectrum and the ability to be widely applied in pharmaceutical and 

fine chemical industry, UPOs have to master the hurdle of availability and heterologous production 

using standard laboratory hosts amendable to genetic manipulation. UPOs, as secreted enzymes,  so 

far have been exclusively found in the fungal kingdom and can be produced with the fungal wild type 

species such as Agrocybe aegerita,[68] Marasmius rotula[81] and Chaetomium globosum[82] in enriched 

plant-based media. For a faster access to sufficient protein amounts, their heterologous production in 

fast-growing host organisms is still an ongoing challenge. AaeUPO has been the first heterologously 

expressed UPO in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae). This was achieved by an intensive directed 

evolution campaign involving nine amino acid exchanges, four of them localised in the signal peptide, 

which guides secretion of the protein.[83] Several heterologous expression approaches have been 

conducted subsequently such 

as the production of a 

Coprinopsis cinerea genes in 

Aspergillus oryzae [84] and 

Marasmius rotula,[85] Collariella 

virescens  and Daldinia 

caldariorum genes in 

Escherichia coli (E. coli).[86] 

However, the stability as well as 

activity of procaryotic 

expressed UPOs needs to be 

investigated and further 

characterised. Regarding the 

protein stability, the 

glycosylation level displays a 

crucial factor. The first 

published UPO crystal structure 

Scheme 9. Proposed catalytic cycle for the A) hydroxylation of benzene and further oxidation via the peroxide mode (UPO*) yielding 1,4-
benzoquinone[77] and B) epoxidation of a C=C double bond.[78] 

Scheme 10. Overview of UPO-catalysed reactions adapted from Hofrichter et al.[71] 
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by Piontek et al. enabled further characterisation of AaeUPO exposing seven potential N-glycosylation 

sites which create a protecting ‘sugar shell’ around the enzyme.[87] Further characterised wild type 

UPOs exhibited a strongly glycosylated structure ranging between a glycosylation level of 10 to 40 % 

of the overall protein mass.[71] The challenging production and availability of this enzyme class 

demonstrates a major challenge, which needs to be addressed to enable a widespread applications of 

UPOs. The access to heterologously expressed UPOs in combination with protein engineering setups 

constitutes a promising strategy to address current limitations of UPOs: i) a modification of selectivity, 

ii) TON enhancement of the desired oxyfunctionalisation reaction, iii) removal of undesired site-

reactions and iv) enhancement of enzyme stability under given reaction conditions.[64] These 

limitations prevent UPOs to be directly applied for industrial purposes leading to product mixtures.[88] 

An implementation of UPOs in further directed evolution campaigns constitutes a future perspective 

with potential to access enhanced or novel activities. 
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Aim of the thesis 
 

One main criterion of directed evolution was once summed up by the Nobel prize winner in 2018 when 

Frances Arnold said “you get what you screen for”[89] emphasising the enormous impact of the utilised 

screening or selection system. The screening for a specific catalytic function, especially after several 

directed evolution cycles, unveils an evolved enzyme variant, which is decisively shaped by the applied 

screening feature/pressure. Thus, applying the evolved variant to an altered catalytic function likely 

leads to a diminished feature comparable to the shift of a native to a promiscuous reaction with the 

possibility for a new directed evolution campaign.[90] An alteration of the catalytic function is often 

accompanied by a change of the screening system which is devoted to the development or 

implementation of a suitable system with a specific substrate of interest. Addressing a wide range of 

catalytic functions is especially challenging due to limited adaptability of screening systems combined 

with the requirement for higher throughputs. For protein engineering, most MTP setups rely on 

enzyme reactions leading to a change in colour, fluorescence or pH  with the ability to screen 104 

transformants per day.[17] These assay systems, however, were limited in their application due to the 

evolved catalytic function which utilises an auxiliary feature to capture the actual feature of interest. 

Despite a lack of general applicability, surrogate substrates can be applied to achieve the desired 

product of interest. The development of novel technologies and interplay between different 

techniques enabled a new dimension of throughput systems screening up to 30,000 cells/s for 

microfluidic systems.[91] These uHTP systems are extremely sensitive but require extreme specialised 

equipment and expert knowledge. An alternative is provided by flexible and sensitive chromatographic 

techniques (GC, LC). However, the utilisation of these systems is limited due to their comparable low 

throughput. The so-called multiple injection in a single experimental run (MISER) methodology 

constitutes an alternative approach providing the possibility for the detection of even low initial 

activities, adaptability and detection of several catalytic functions with an off-the-shelf GC/MS. 

The major aim of this thesis is the development and implementation of versatile screening 

methodologies and their integration into directed evolution campaigns to identify enhanced activities 

and selectivities. The foundation for a directed evolution campaign is the identification of an initial 

starting activity or selectivity as the desirable trait. With the ability of reshaping an enzyme’s active 

site, protein engineering constitutes a power strategy to affect these features. The Chapters I-V will 

demonstrate the identification of native/non-native reactions, followed by the development and 

implementation of HTP screening systems for the desired catalytic functions and identification of 

enzyme variants with enhanced or altered activity and selectivity. 

In Chapter I iron-porphyrin complexes are investigated enabling the C‒H functionalisation of 

N-heterocycles under the utilisation of diazoacetonitrile as carbene precursor yielding core structures 

of valuable tryptamines. The identification of the haem-containing E. coli enzyme YfeX as catalyst 

demonstrates a promising biocatalytic alternative. The aim is to generate a focused enzyme library of 

YfeX by single amino acid exchanges in the active site and in the entrance channel to identify relevant 

amino acid positions and to improve the initial starting activity. Besides activity comparison of the best 

performing variant with the wild type, the variant will be utilised for mechanistic studies with a 

deuterium labelled substrate, 3-deutero-N-methyl indole, to gain significant insights into mechanistic 

details. 

The product quantification of Chapter I is based on chromatographic techniques. This is sufficient for 

the analysis of an initial starting activity or a focused enzyme library. However, these techniques are 

time-consuming due to temperature/solvent gradients which limits the application of larger enzyme 

libraries. The access to expanded screening setups with a universal applicable methodology displays a 
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major bottleneck in the field of directed evolution. We aim for the development of a screening 

technique with the required sensitivity, versatility and feasibility. The chromatographic technique of 

MISER addresses these required traits and enables the screening with an off-the-shelf GC-MS system. 

The substrate of choice can be directly applied without additional substrate labelling or a coupled 

reaction. Therefore, the aim of Chapter II is the development of a universal applicable MISER screening 

methodology in a 96-well plate format. Based on the possibility for mass separation in the quadrupole, 

a simultaneous analysis of multiple products according to their m/z traces, including the 

implementation of an internal standard for a precise analysis, is intended. To demonstrate the 

adjustability of the MISER screening system, we plan the investigation of two case studies. Building up 

on the in Chapter I identified product of the non-native reaction of N-methyl indole with EDA, we want 

to amalgamate an expanded protein engineering of YfeX with the developed MISER-GC-MS technique. 

For the second MISER-GC-MS development, we aim for the screening of the hydroxylation products of 

1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene. The formations of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthol as major product and 

α-tetralone as side-product is planned to be investigated by a shuffled peroxygenase library enabling 

the identification of chimeric enzymes consisting of subdomains of three different fungal UPO genes. 

Due to an increased throughput in both case studies, the complex data evaluation should be executed 

by an automated process. Therefore, the exported GC/MS raw data is planned to be automatically 

analysed by an R-script to enable a fast and reliable variant identification. 

The access to novel UPOs for directed evolution campaigns produced by fast-growing organisms 

displays an important milestone in the UPO field and is described in Chapter III. For enzyme 

characterisation, we aim to exploit the heterologously expressed UPOs towards literature known 

peroxygenase substrates. Our focus is the altered substrate specificity, thus laying the foundation for 

subsequent directed evolution campaigns. 

Based on the access of multiple product analysis by the MISER-GC-MS methodology from Chapter II, 

Chapter IV is aiming for a further expansion by a simultaneous detection of six hydroxylated or 

epoxidised products. The accessed UPOs from Chapter III laid the foundation for an initial screening of 

octane, cyclohexane and cyclohexene as substrates. Based on the highest product formation and 

substrate specificity, the most promising UPO candidate will be applied for further engineering. Due 

to the enormous informational data output, we subject the appropriate UPO candidate for a saturation 

mutagenesis approach of amino acid residues within the active site and the entrance channel. These 

enzyme libraries are then analysed towards their hydroxylation and epoxidation activity with especial 

attention to enhanced or shifted chemo- and regioselectivities. The identification of variants with an 

altered and enhanced selectivity pattern enables the application of analogue, prochiral substrates with 

the aim to address the lacking selectivities of UPOs. 

Whereas the previous chapters focused on the intended substrate of choice, an alternative screening 

with a substrate homologue is intended in Chapter V.  As colourimetric readouts provide the necessary 

sensitivity and rapidness, 5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole (NBD) is planned to be utilised as colourimetric 

substrate for a protein engineering of MthUPO in S. cerevisiae as heterologous host. To investigate 

MthUPO, we plan to perform single and double saturation mutagenesis based on the homology model. 

This initial screening leads to the identification of relevant amino acid residues and lays the foundation 

for a recombination library. Variants with a positive influence on the NBD conversion will be 

investigated towards their catalytic activity (conversion, TON, TOF) and efficiency (kcat, Km, kcat/Km). 

Promising MthUPO variants will be investigated towards their conversion with NBD related substrates 

for oxyfunctionalisation reactions with focus on significant shifts in chemo- and regioselecivity 

compared to the wild type enzyme. Chemo- and regioselective variants will then be further 

characterised towards their enantioselectivity with the aim to improve the selectivity of the MthUPO 

wild type and to access novel core structures. 

https://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/amalgamate.html
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In summary, this thesis aims to demonstrate the access of novel activities and selectivities of haem-

dependent enzymes. The initial identification of a C‒H functionalisations constitutes the starting point 

and paves the way for the subsequent protein engineering approaches to enhance the initial activity. 

To identify the enhanced catalytic function, HTP screening setups will be developed and implemented. 

Thereby, this work targets the further expansion of biocatalysis enabling enzymes to be utilised as 

alternative catalysts with the ability to adapt and tune a specific catalytic function. 
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General discussion and conclusion  
 

The previous chapters displayed the access to novel enzymatically catalysed activities, thus 

contributing to the constantly expanding substrate scope within the field of biocatalysis by accessing 

new core structures which have only been available by hampered classical chemistry. This continuous 

advancement in biocatalysis  has taken place for the last two decades turning this field into a broadly 

applicable tool for chemical synthesis and manufacturing.[1] However, the discovery of novel enzymes 

and activities often suffers from encountered limitations, particular for the identification of initial 

starting activities, such as i) limited substrate scope, ii) insufficient activity, iii) deficient or undesired 

stereo- and regioselectivity and iv) lack of robustness or accessibility of the enzyme.[2] These limitations 

can be addressed by tailoring the enzyme via directed evolution enabling the utilisation of enzymes 

for novel bioconversions, preparative-scale ups and thereby paving the way for their industrial 

application to replace conventional catalysts. The Chapters I – V constitute this introduced 

development ranging from the identification of an initial starting activity, the development and 

implementation of HTP screening methods combined with protein engineering strategies resulting in 

the biocatalytic synthesis of industrial or pharmaceutical valuable structures.  

The transfer of a carbene moiety to a heterocycle leading to an important precursor of tryptamines by 
the haem-dependent enzyme YfeX was investigated in Chapter I. The low initial starting activity for the 
C‒H functionalisation of N-methyl indole resulted in a TON of 37 with diazoacetonitrile and a TON of 
60 for EDA as carbene precursor. These rather low TONs for the wild type enzyme are comparable to 
other reported enzymatic C‒H functionalisations of N-methyl indole and indole with EDA. The research 
group of Rudi Fasan achieved an initial activity of one TON for the haem-dependent myoglobin wild 
type enzyme which could be increased to a TON of 168 by the introduction of two mutations.[3] As a 
proof-of-principle, we investigated the influence of the active site geometry of YfeX to demonstrate a 
similar approach in Chapter I. The focused library included an exchange of selected amino acid residues 
to alanine.  Enhanced TONs were achieved with diazoacetonitrile (2.3-fold improvement) and EDA (3.5-
fold improvement) as diazo compounds with the variant I230A. When a higher catalyst loading was 
accomplished the overall substrate conversion with diazoacetonitrile was tuned to 29 % for the variant 
I230A (comparison to a low catalyst loading: 3 %). The mechanistical studies for this C‒H 
functionalisation were conducted by bioconversion utilising 3-deutero-N-methyl indole and 
diazoacetonitrile leading to a deuterium content of 35 %. A competitive experiment offering the 
catalyst the deuterium as well as the non-labelled substrate yielded a 5 : 1 ratio for the C‒H/D 
functionalisation. These observations were in contrast to the bioconversions with EDA, where a 
complete loss of the deuterium label was detected suggesting a mechanism which seemingly shares 
similarities with Rh- and Fe-based reactions.[3,4] The subsequent conversion of diazoacetonitrile and N-
methyl indole with the organometallic FeTPPCl complex and TEMPO as radical scavenger surprisingly 
inhibited the complete product formation. Based on the obtained data, the organometallic as well as 
the biocatalytic conversion is suggested to proceed via a radical intermediate. However, in which step 
the radical intermediate is involved remains unclear. A further biocatalytic driven perspective for the 
C‒H functionalisation with diazoacetonitrile could be the expansion to larger enzyme libraries as 
demonstrated by Brandenberg et al. for the functionalisation of N-methyl indole with EDA achieving 
more than 18,000 TONs by the development of a spectrophotometric HTP screening assay which 
resulted in further evolved P450 variants.[5]  
To enable a target-oriented screening approach, a versatile MISER-GC-MS technique was developed in 
Chapter II. Whereas MISER methods had been applied for HPLC,[6] a HTP GC-MS-based technique had 
not been reported. So far the MISER-GC-MS approach was limited to twelve injection events in one 
single chromatographical run demonstrated for an enzymatic hydrolysis reaction.[7] An expansion of 
this technique would allow a screening with the exact substrate of choice, which could be rapidly 
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extended to additional products thereby creating a universally applicable screening setup. 
Additionally, the MS setup allows the detection of even low product concentrations which enables the 
application for low initial starting activities. The robustness and reliability of a GC/MS combined with 
the utilisation of a standard GC/MS system with no need for specialised additional equipment 
demonstrates a promising benefit for the MISER approach. The development of such a technique is 
comparable to the effort for a conventional screening approach such as a spectroscopic assay. A 
detailed method development and its implementation in the analysis of two divergent reaction classes 
in altered, complex biological matrices was shown. The method validation was accomplished in a 
biological matrix with altered product concentrations leading to a linear MS response and thereby 
quantitatively verifying the reliability of the methodology. Since GC/MS measurements do not allow 
the injection of aqueous media, the product had to be extracted to an organic solvent which resulted 
in solvent evaporation within a 96-well plate setup during the analysis time. Therefore, the correlation 
between an internal standard and product, which is standardly utilised in conventional 
chromatographical techniques, seemed logical. The implementation of an internal standard minimised 
the occurring errors caused by solvent evaporation, extraction and injection problems. The developed 
MISER-GC-MS technique was applied to the detection of a carbene-transfer product – ethyl 3-
indoleacetate – formed by the E. coli expressed YfeX enzyme. Utilising indole-3-carboxylate as internal 
standard, the enzymatically catalysed C‒H functionalisation of N-methyl indole with EDA was 
investigated. The detection of this non-native reaction with low product amounts was, however, not 
accessible with the developed MISER-GC-MS methodology due to the immense site-product 
formations overlapping with the desired product peaks in the chromatogram. Therefore, a stacked 
MISER-GC-MS approach was included avoiding the overlapping based on intermediate heating steps. 
Several rounds of mutagenesis yielded the YfeX variant D143V, S234C, and F248V. The so far non-
altered axial ligand (histidine) was subjected to saturation mutagenesis by applying the “22-c trick”  
methodology for randomisation.[8] Surprisingly, an unusual axial haem ligand residue was identified, 
namely tryptophan. This result broadens the spectrum of canonical amino acids of the axial haem 
ligand for carbene transfer reactions with a novel electronic environment. We hypothesised that the 
replacement to an enlarged tryptophan side chain was only feasible based on the previous inserted 
mutations offering the iron porphyrin complex more space within the active site and enabling the 
introduction of an enlarged axial ligand. To demonstrate the applicability of the MISER-GC-MS system 
to other reactions and matrix environments, a second case study was implemented involving the 
expression and secretion of UPOs in S. cerevisiae catalysing the hydroxylation of tetralin. Besides the 
implementation of the main reaction product, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthol, and the internal standard, 
1-naphthol, the methodology was expanded to a third m/z trace belonging to the site-product 
α-tetralone. This enzymatically catalysed reaction was accomplished by AaeUPO* (the yeast secretion 

variant of AaeUPO)[9] as reported by Kluge et al.[10] and Churakova et al.[11] To create structural diversity 
three UPO genes from different fungal origins were selected for the construction of a shuffled 
peroxygenase library utilising the genes of AaeUPO*, GmaUPO from Galerina marginata and CciUPO 
from Coprinopsis cinerea.[12] The UPO genes were divided based on their resulting secondary structure 
yielding five subunits for each gene. Whereas, for the wild type enzymes of GmaUPO and CciUPO no 
activities were detected, the MISER-GC-MS method identified five chimeric enzymes bearing subunits 
of all three UPOs. The subunit I of AaeUPO* was identified to be pivotal since this unit was found in all 
five active chimeras. This may be caused by several factors: i) access to heterologous secretion, ii) 
prevention of protein misfolding or iii) correct substrate positioning to access the catalytically active 
haem species. The shuffled peroxygenase library was additionally screened utilising the colourimetric 
NBD assay[13] determining five chimeras. A comparison between both screening setups displayed the 
relevance of a target-orientated screening approach: four identical chimeras were identified in both 
screening approaches, whereas Chimera VI was only detected by MISER-GC-MS and Chimera IV only 
in the NBD assay. The novel construct of Chimera VI consisted of an alternating subunits pattern of 
AaeUPO* and GmaUPO and is of particular interest due to the 3.8-fold enhanced secretion compared 
to the AaeUPO* wild type.  Due to the challenging heterologous production of the UPO enzyme class, 
Chimera VI constitutes a promising starting point for further protein engineering approaches. An 
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additional future perspective of MISER-GC-MS could be the detection of enantioselectivity in a 96-well 
plate setup enabling a simultaneous screening of activity and enantioselectivity which would lead to 
additional information of the considered variants. An enantioselective detection for a MISER-GC-MS 
methodology was already accomplished by Schafer et al. in a small setup screening which enabled an 
enantiomeric baseline separation after 22 minutes.[7] However, this approach requires chiral GC 
columns which exhibit increased heat and water sensitivity and are not suitable for longer and 
increased heating steps as employed for MISER-GC-MS. The required time interval constitutes an 
enormous loss in time, especially in context of HTP screenings. This could be addressed by a 
combination of the MISER-GC-MS technique and low pressure GC (LPGC). The conventional LPGC, or 
also known as vacuum GC, can be applied at a standard GC-MS systems resulting in shortened analysis 
times. Thereby, a small-bore restriction column is connected in front of an analytical wide-bore column 
generating a high vacuum inside the latter column. Faster separation is accomplished as the optimal 
carrier gas is a function of the actual pressure inside the capillary column. A combination of both 
techniques constitutes a future perspective shortening the analysis time of MISER-GC-MS approaches.  
The focus of Chapter III was the identification and access of novel heterologously produced UPOs 

utilising the yeast hosts S. cerevisiae and P. pastoris through a modular secretion system based on the 

Golden Gate cloning technique. The produced UPOs, AaeUPO*, MroUPO, CglUPO, MthUPO and 

TteUPO, were investigated towards their ability to catalyse epoxidation and hydroxylation reactions 

regarding the substrates naphthalene, styrene and phenylalkanes with varied alkyl chain lengths 

ranging from two to five carbons. AaeUPO* selectively converted naphthalene to 1-naphthol with only 

a slight tendency for the overoxidation to the corresponding quinone. The other heterologously 

produced UPOs trended towards the accumulation of the overoxidation product 1,4-naphthoquinone. 

The epoxidation of styrene by AaeUPO* led to a poor selectivity for the (S)-enantiomer (2 % ee) thus 

confirming the published results by the Hollmann group.[11] Comparable TONs as AaeUPO* were 

achieved by CglUPO but with an  substantially enhanced enantioselectivity of 44 % ee. A similar 

selectivity was detected for MthUPO, but with overall decreased TONs within the particular setup. For 

the benzylic hydroxylation studies, AaeUPO* confirmed its previously described preferability towards 

short alkyl chains[10] with only trace products being detected for the benzylic hydroxylation reaction of 

phenylbutane and phenylpentane. MthUPO and CglUPO exhibited an inverted trend with improved 

activities in the case of longer alkyl chains. The conversions catalysed by TteUPO resulted in decreased 

TONs compared to the other utilised UPOs with a trend for longer alkyl chain lengths. Impressively, the 

conversion of phenylethane yielded the (R)-enantiomer, whereas the (S)-enantiomer was accessed by 

the substrates phenylpropane and phenylbutane demonstrating a broadened specificity of TteUPO 

compared to the well-characterised AaeUPO*. The provided access to recombinantly produced UPOs 

as described in Chapter III demonstrates a promising milestone. Besides the altered selectivity of 

conventional UPO substrates expanding the product spectrum, the heterologous production in fast-

growing organism enables the straightforward implementation of HTP directed evolution campaigns 

for UPOs. This represents a crucial point due to the generally low regio- and chemoselectivity of this 

enzyme class.[14] To address this issue, two routes were so far followed: adjustment of the substrate 

(e.g. more structural complexity)[15] or selection of another fungal UPO to achieve the desired 

selectivities.[14,16] The described access to heterologously produced UPOs in a 96-well plate format in 

Chapter III lays the foundation for protein engineering approaches to address this so far challenging 

issues in the field of UPO catalysis. 

The access to novel wild type UPOs paved the way for their implementation in a MISER-GC-MS based 
screening system as described in Chapter IV. Based on the method development from Chapter II, the 
MISER-GC-MS approach was expanded to a multiple product detection with the ability to differentiate 
between several formed products to address the low regio- and chemoselectivity of UPOs. The 
investigations were focused on smaller substrates with non- or less activated bonds and the ability to 
generate several isomers. We selected octane, cyclohexane and cyclohexene as substrates in a one-
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pot bioconversion with MthUPO leading to three detectable regiomers for the hydroxylation reaction 
of octane (2-, 3- and 4-octanol), to cyclohexanol for the hydroxylation reaction of cyclohexane, to 
cyclohexene oxide for the epoxidation of cyclohexene and to 2-cyclohexen-1-ol for the allylic 
hydroxylation of cyclohexene. As the product distinction in MISER-GC-MS is based on mass 
spectrometric abundance, a differentiation between isomers with same occurring masses would not 
be feasible. Especially, small oxyfunctionalised products tend to fragmentate to even smaller masses 
and thus do not permit the implementation in MISER-GC-MS. Therefore, we aimed to generate higher 
product masses by silylation accessing the corresponding silylether which led to a regiospecific mass 
fragmentation caused by electron impact ionisation. To enable a differentiation between the 
epoxidised and allylic hydroxylated cyclohexene products, an acidic ring opening of the epoxide was 
included in the pre-analytic procedure. The MTP workflow included the following steps: i) MTP 
cultivation of S. cerevisiae expressing the respective UPO variant, ii) bioconversion of the substrates 
octane, cyclohexane and cyclohexene by the secreted UPO variant, iii) acidic ring-opening of the 
epoxide leading to halohydrins, iv) extraction with n-hexane, v) derivatisation of the alcohols with the 
silylation agent N-trimethylsilylimidazole, vi) washing with water to dispose the emerged imidazole 
and vii) injection of the 96-well plate samples into the isothermal MISER-GC-MS run. For analytical 
verification, 96 biological replicates were injected yielding a standard deviation < 12 % for the six 
products and the internal standard. The developed expanded MISER-GC-MS protocol was applied for 
a regio- and chemoselective fingerprint analysis of MthUPO. This UPO demonstrated an excellent 
starting point due to the low selectivity combined with a high protein secretion within the 96-well plate 
setup. Based on the homology model, nine crucial amino acid positions (L56, F59, L60, L86, F154, T155, 
S159, A161 and L206) in the active site and in the entrance channel were independently chosen for 
“22-c trick” saturation mutagenesis. The 900 screened transformants led to the identification of three 
highly promising variants: L60A, F154V and A161L. The exchange to aliphatic side chains is not 
surprising due to the aliphatic and hydrophobic nature of the substrates. Variant L60A exhibit a 
selective epoxidation of cyclohexene abolishing the hydroxylation reaction of octane, cyclohexene and 
cyclohexane almost completely under the given screening conditions. Molecular dynamic (MD) 
simulations with octane and cyclohexene of L60A revealed an enlargement of the active site enabling 
cyclohexene to explore catalytically competent poses concerning the Cpd I active species, whereas 
octane was barely able to explore a reactive conformation. Combined with the intrinsic energetically 
less favourable octane hydroxylation compared to the epoxidation of cyclohexene, the computational 
data confirmed the experimental work. Although a chemoselectivity was achieved by variant L60A, a 
decrease in TONs was detected in comparison to the wild type enzyme. An altered selectivity pattern 
was also confirmed for variant A161L. The introduction of an enlarged leucin directly located above 
the peroxo-iron complex resulted in a slight increase for the epoxidation of cyclohexene compared to 
the wild type. The comparison of variant A161L and the wild type via MD simulations, revealed the 
preferential and more buried binding pose explored by cyclohexene in the wild type, which is displaced 
towards a binding position near the entrance channel in A161L. In this position cyclohexene interacts 
with the aromatic side chains of F63 and F154. Based on the improved binding pose within the variant, 
we hypothesised an improved stereoselectivity for prochiral cyclohexenes. Utilising 1-methy-1-
cyclohexene as substrate, the enantioselectivity was significantly improved for the epoxidation 
reaction from 17 % ee (wild type) to 75 % ee (A161L). Due to the improved selectivity for epoxidation 
reactions, we were highly interested to investigate other substrates which offer the possibility of an 
epoxidation and were so far unselective. Styrene and α-methyl styrene were known substrates to be 
converted by AaeUPO* with low selectivity.[11] For the bioconversion of styrene a 4.5-fold TON 
enhancement was detected for A161L compared to the wild type. Although the enantioselectivity 
could not be improved, a shift in enantioselectivity was achieved to the (S)-enantiomer utilising A161L. 
Similar results were detected for α-methyl styrene. Considering the octane bioconversion of this 
variant, promising observations were made: A161L enabled the access to the most challenging C‒H 
activation position, generating 1-octanol. Thereby, 38 % of the total octanol formation corresponded 
to 1-octanol, whereas the wild type enzyme does not enable this product formation. Thus far, the only 
known terminal hydroxylation by a UPO was reported for MroUPO identifying the terminal 
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hydroxylation product as intermediate to be further oxidised yielding the corresponding (di)carboxylic 
acid.[17] For variant A161L, however, no overoxidation to the corresponding aldehyde or carboxylic acid 
was detected. Investigations of the binding mode revealed a “push-out” effect of A161L regarding the 
binding of octane preventing octane to bind deeper within the active site due to the enlarged amino 
acid residue exchange. Thereby, the terminal position can effectively approach the catalytic Cpd I 
species. The variant A161L demonstrates a promising starting point for further mutagenesis rounds to 
access the highly challenging terminal hydroxylation of linear alkane chains. These results emphasise 
the enormous potential of the MISER-GC-MS approach with its ability to adapt several catalytic 
functions (activity and selectivity). Comparing the advanced MISER-GC-MS technique with its pre-
analytic protocol to conventional spectroscopical assays, the developed technique enables a lowered 
sample throughput and is more vulnerable for maintenance services due to a cause of faster column 
bleeding and pollution of the ion source. The benefits of this methodology, however, clearly outweigh, 
especially in context of independent substrate selection, detection of multiple products (including 
several isomers), higher sensitivity and a detailed fingerprint analysis of the individual variant.  With 
the emergence of smarter enzyme library generation,[18] the MISER-GC-MS approach accurately fits 
into the profile of screening assays addressing these features constituting a promising approach which 
can be extended to other research areas. 
 
Whereas in Chapter IV the intended substrates of choice were addressed directly, Chapter V was 
focused on an alternative approach utilising substrate surrogates. To date, UPO directed evolution 
campaigns have been executed for the heterologous and functional expression of AaeUPO[9] and its 
catalysis for the production of agrochemicals[19] and human drug metabolites.[20] Several rationally 
designed, mono- and di-substituted UPO variants followed introducing novel activities with higher 
selectivities for MroUPO[21] and CviUPO[22] by targeted mutagenesis. Therefore, Chapter V constitutes 
the first HTP directed evolution campaign originating from a wild type UPO. Approximately 5300 
transformants originating from MthUPO were colourimetrically screened for the conversion of the 
conventional substrate NBD. The protein engineering approach led to a substantial reshaping of the 
active site based on the screened single and double-site saturation mutagenesis libraries, followed by 
a recombination library of several previously identified high performing variants. The most beneficial 
variants were characterised towards their catalytic performance (TON, TOF, conversion) and efficiency 
(kcat, Km, kcat/Km) resulting in pronounced enhancement compared to the wild type enzyme. The most 
active variants harboured an amino acid exchange at the position L60 (L60F or L60M) and included the 
mutation S159G. The TONs for the hydroxylation of NBD were increased to 22,760 (5.2-fold 
improvement) by the triple mutant F59Q/L60F/S159G, whereas the highest catalytic efficiency was 
achieved by L60F/S159G/A161F improving the kcat/Km value by the factor 16.5 (3.1 x 105 M-1 s-1) 
compared to the wild type (1.9 x 104 M-1 s-1). Although the Km value for NBD of the generated variants 
did not dramatically change, the Km value for hydrogen peroxide displayed a significantly increase. 
Additional MD simulation disclosed an altered binding mode of NBD when comparing the wild type 
enzyme and the variants. The introduction of bulkier residues (L60F and A161F) resulted in a 
reorientation of the substrate leading to a partially occupied entrance channel in L60F/S159G/A161F. 
This binding pose facilitates the approach of NBD to the oxyferryl Cpd I enabling a higher catalytic 
efficiency. The NBD screening revealed highly enhanced variants, however the colourimetric substrate 
is of almost no industrial or pharmaceutical relevance. Due to the novel introduced binding modes for 
NBD, we were intrigued to probe their influence on chemo- and regioselectivities of substrates with a 
similar core structure including naphthalene derivatives, indane and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene. 
The conversion of naphthalene to 1,4-naphthoquinone revealed a TON of more than 10,000 for the 
triple mutant F59Q/L60F/S159G when utilising a syringe pump setup for continuous hydrogen 
peroxide dosing. The most promising shifts in selectivities were found for 2-naphthalene: whereas the 
wild type enzyme predominantly formed 6-methyl-1,4-napthoquinone, variant L60F/S159G/A161F 
and L60F revealed an altered regioselectivity product pattern. Variant L60F/S159G/A161F was able to 
shift the major product formation to the methyl substituted aromatic ring generating 2-methyl-1,4-
naphthoquinone, also known as vitamin K3 or menadione. MD simulations for this variant with 2-
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methylnaphthalene revealed a binding pose similar to the 
previously observed binding mode of NBD. Due to the 
occurring phenylalanine residues in the active site (F59, 
F60, F63 and F161) the substituted aromatic ring is placed 
in a productive distance to the catalytic species while the 
methyl group is kept far away. A complete change in 
substrate positioning was achieved by variant L60F 
allowing only the methyl group to efficiently access the 
catalytically active haem species and thereby accessing the 
hydroxylation reaction of the methyl group while 
suppressing the aromatic hydroxylation of the 
naphthalene core structure. When 1-methyl-naphthalene 
was investigated as substrate, a loss in activity and shift to 
the unsubstituted aromatic ring system was detected for 
variant L60F/S159G/A161L. Additionally, an oxidation of 
the unsubstituted ring system was observed for 2-
methoxy- and 2-bromo-naphthalene when variant 
L60F/S159G/A161L was utilised. The presence of the 
bulkier methoxy group led to a rotation of the substrate 

allowing the catalytic species to access the unsubstituted ring system. Intrigued by the selective 
benzylic hydroxylation reaction of L60F, indane and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene were tested 
yielding the formation of chiral alcohol products. A slight increase of the TONs was found for the L60F 
variant compared to wild type enzyme. To our delight, the variant L60F was able to improve the 
enantioselectivity from 84 % ee (wild type) to 95 % ee for the (R)-enantiomer. MD simulations mainly 
suggest a C‒H···π interactions of indane with the aromatic residues F60 and F63, keeping the substrate 
in the preferred binding pose whereby pro-R C(1)‒H of indane is close enough to the oxyferryl catalytic 
species. Contrary, L60F/S159G/A161F and F59Q/L60M/S159G/F154A demonstrated a slight selectivity 
shift to (S)-1-indanol with 14 % ee. For the biotransformation of 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene, 
variant L60F conserved its beneficial conversion for the (R)-enantiomer accessing 1,2,3,4-
tetranaphthol with 74 % ee (wild type: 45 % ee). To access the 1,4-naphthoquinone products as well 
as to improve the enantioselectivity for the bioconversion of indane and 1,2,3,4-
tetrahydronaphthalene, the NBD screening was a crucial starting point. A similar screening system was 
investigated by Molina-Espeja et al., whereby the bioconversion of naphthalene to 1-naphthol, which 
was coupled to the Fast Red reagent enabled a colourimetric detection.[19] We hypothesise, that the 
utilisation of naphthalene instead of NBD would not have led to the obtained selectivities due to the 
solely focus on aromatic hydroxylation evolving the enzyme towards a specific catalytic function. 
Therefore, the utilisation of NBD as a substrate demonstrates a crucial point to access the presented 
activities and selectivities of MthUPO. The availability of a crystal structure of MthUPO could enable 
an even more specific protein engineering approach and MD simulations. So far only the crystal 
structures of AaeUPO,[23] the yeast secretion variant AaeUPO*[24] and MroUPO (unpublished work) are 
described. The modular yeast-based system for protein secretion from Chapter III enables high 
recombinant enzyme yields, thus paving the way for a potential crystallisation. Building up on this 
chapter, Chapter V illustrated the access to chemo- and regioselective benzylic and aromatic 
oxidations by an extensive protein engineering approach providing core structures with potential for 
industrial applications. Especially, the  enhanced conversion of the evolved MthUPO variants catalysing 
the so far undesired overoxidation of naphthalene derivatives demonstrates a promising synthesis 
strategy to be further exploited for the access towards natural or industrial relevant products with 
1,-4-napthoquinone core structures such as vitamin K1/K2, lapachol, anthraquinone, juglone or 
plumbagin (Figure 3). 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Examples for natural or industrial relevant 1,4-
naphthoquinones with the potential to be synthesised 

by MthUPO variants. 
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List of abbreviations 
 

Amino acids were abbreviated by their respective one or three letter codes according to the IUPAC 

guidelines. Chemical elements were abbreviated according to their respective element symbol. 

 

AaeUPO  UPO from Agrocybe aegerita 

BM3  cytochrome P450 from Bacillus megaterium 

CciUPO  UPO from Coprinopsis cinerea 

CglUPO  UPO from Chaetomium globosum 

CviUPO  UPO from Chaetomium virescens 

EDA  ethyl diazoacetate 

ee  enantiomeric excess 

E. coli  Escherichia coli 

GC  gas chromatography 

GmaUPO   UPO from Galerina marginata 

HTP  high-throughput 

ISM iterative saturation mutagenesis 

LC liquid chromatography 

LPGC low pressure gas chromatography 

MD  molecular dynamic 

MISER multiple injection in a single experimental run 

MroUPO UPO from Marasmius rotula 

MS  mass spectrometry 

MthUPO  UPO from Myceliophthora thermophila 

MTP  mictrotiter plate 

NAD(P)H  nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

NMR  nuclear magnetic resonance 

NBD 5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole 

PCR  polymerase chain reaction 

P. pastoris Pichia pastoris  

S. cerevisiae  Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

StEP staggered extension process 

TOF turnover frequence 

TON turnover number 

TteUPO UPO from Thielavia terrestris  

uHTP ultra-high-throughput 

UPO unspecific peroxygenase 
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